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Abstract
There are two venues for many-core machines to gain higher performance: increasing the number of processors and
number of vector units in one SIMD processor. A truly scalable algorithm should take advantage for both venues.
However, most of past research, on scalable memory allocators such as atomic operation based lock-free algorithms,
can be scalable with number of processors growing, but have poor scalability with the number of vector units in one
SIMD processor growing. As a result, they are not truly scalable in many-core architecture.
In this work, we introduce our proposed solution used in the design of XMalloc, an truly scalable, efficient lock-
free memory allocator. We will present (1) Our solution for transforming traditional atomic CAS(Compare-And-Swap)
based lock-free algorithm to be truly scalable for many-core architecture. (2) A hierarchical cache-like buffer solution
to reduce the average latency for accessing non-scalable or slow resource such as the memory system in many-core
machine.
We used XMalloc as a memory allocator for NVIDIA Tesla C1600 with 240 processing units. Our experimental
results show that XMalloc achieves very good scalability in terms of the number of processors and the number of
vector units in each SIMD processor growing. Our truly scalability lock-free solution achieve 211 times speedup
comparing to the common lock-free solution.
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Chapter 1
Introduction & Background
1.1 Introduction
Dynamic memory allocators, are widely used in sequential and multi-threaded applications. However many-core
programming models, such as CUDA, OpenCL, still cannot provide programmers any dynamic memory allocator in
parallel.It becomes a barrier for designing a C++ like object orientated massive parallel programming language. For
shared-memory programs with hundreds or thousands of concurrent threads, the lack of support for dynamic memory
management often emerges as a programmability obstacle. Without a safe and scalable memory allocator, program-
mers are forced to estimate the dynamic memory usage and pre-allocate the memory space in advance, which can be
either error prone, inefficient, or both.
The XMalloc allocator algorithm scale with the number of processors and the number of vector units in a processor.
We design a atomic CAS based lock-free algorithm to get excellent scalability with number of processors. Then we
provide a solution to transform traditional CAS based lock-free algorithm to be scalable SIMD processing units. We
coalesce atomic operations to achieve better data parallel execution. In this way, our algorithm is also scalable with
number of vector units in each processor. Our solution achieves superlinear speedup.
1.2 Background and Related Work
On shared-memory multi-core or many-core machines, many processing units share the same data structure. To en-
sure the consistency of these concurrent objects, processes need a mechanism for synchronizing their access. In such
a machine the programmers typically have to use synchronization primitives such as semaphores, monitors, guarded
statements, mutex locks, but algorithms based on locks do not scale well. Consequently the operations of different
processes on a shared data structure should appear to be serialized: if two operations execute simultaneously, the
system guarantees the same result as if one of them is arbitrarily executed before the other. [?]
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Atomic Instructions perform read-modify-write atomic operations on one 32-bit or 64-bit word residing in mem-
ory. The operation is atomic in the sense that it is guaranteed to be performed without interference from other threads.
In other words, no other thread can access this address until the operation is complete. The widely used lock-free
solutions [9] [8] [10] are based on atomic operation based.
The research about lock-free synchronization started from more than two decades before. For example, fig-
ure 2.2(a) is an example of novel CAS based lock-free algorithm. It is attributed to early work by Lamport [5]. The
impossibility and universality results of Herlihy [4] had significant influence on the theory and practice of lock-free
synchronization, by showing that atomic instructions such as CAS and LL/SC are more powerful than others such as
Test-and-Set, Swap, and Fetch-and-Add, in their ability to provide lock-free implementations of arbitrary object types
Michael and Scott. [7] reviews practical lock-free algorithms for dynamic data structures in light of recent advances
in lock-free memory management.
A lot of memory allocation research in sequential or multi-threaded environment has been done before. Ptmalloc
[3], developed by Wolfram Gloger and based on Doug Leas dlmalloc sequential allocator [6], Hoard [1], developed
by Emery Berger are lock-based memory allocator. Mostly Lock-free malloc, designed by Dice and Garthwaite [2]
propose a partly lock-free allocator.
Hoard [1], uses multiple processor heaps in addition to a global heap. Each heap contains zero or more su-
perblocks. Each superblock contains one or more blocks of the same size. Statistics are maintained individually for
each superblock as well as collectively for the superblocks of each heap. When a processor heap is found to have too
much available space, one of its superblocks is moved to the global heap. When a thread finds that its processor heap
does not have available blocks of the desired size, it checks if any superblocks of the desired size are available in the
global heap. Threads use their thread ids to decide which processor heap to use for malloc. For free, a thread must
return the block to its original superblock and update the fullness statistics for the superblock as well as the heap that
owns it. Typically, malloc and free require one and two lock acquisitions, respectively.
Michael [8] presents a completely lock-free memory allocator which guarantees progress regardless of whether
some threads are delayed or even killed and it is immune to deadlock. It uses atomic CAS(Compare-And-Swap)
instructions to implement a lock-free algorithm to allocate memory resource. It uses some high-level structures from
Hoard, and merge the data structure into 64-bit data which can use one atomic operation to update. It use heaps to
maintain the superblocks, and allocate a fixed size block from superblock.
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Chapter 2
Detail of XMalloc
2.1 Overview of XMalloc Design
The XMalloc algorithm manages a hierarchical memory pool. The memory pool is divided into a number of Memo-
ryblocks. Each Memoryblock can be divided into Memoryblocks and multiple Memoryblocks can also be merged to
be one Memoryblock. Memoryblocks are distributed on different heaps according to their sizes. Each Memoryblock
container multiple Superblocks. Each Superblock contains 1-32 equal-sized blocks, we call them Basicblocks.
In order to reduce the average memory allocation time for each thread, XMalloc maintains a two-level lock-free
FIFO buffer. The first level buffer, which contains Basicblocks, is fast and scalable but the size of memory that can be
served from this level is fixed at a small size. Memory allocation requests that are small in size are served out of the
first level buffer. The rationale is that the vast majority of memory allocation requests by user programs are small in
size. Therefore, most memory allocation requests can be serviced by the first level buffer to achieve high speed and
scalability.
The second level buffer, which is used to contain Superblocks, is slower but the memory allocation size that can
be served by this level is variable and can be large. Large memory allocation requests are served out of the second
level buffer. Furthermore, when the first level buffer runs out of Basicblocks, XMalloc removes Superblocks from the
second level buffer, breaks them down into Basicblocks, and fill the Basicblocks into the first level buffer. The access
to the second level buffer is much slower and less scalable than those to the first level. As long as the portion of the
memory allocations served by the second level buffer is kept small, the average speed of memory allocation will be
high.
2.1.1 Achieving SIMD Scalability
Most many-core GPU architectures use SIMD processors to achieve higher computing throughput. SIMD designs
reduce hardware cost by exploiting data parallelism. However, when a program has branch divergence, the execu-
tion efficiency of SIMD processors diminishes quickly. Furthermore, operations that access shared resources, such as
3
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Deallocate this block
Figure 2.1: In the figure, yellow indicates that a block is allocated; white indicates that a block is empty. (a) Four
threads request for memory spaces of 64 bytes, 64 bytes, 64 bytes and 256 bytes simultaneously. XMalloc coalesces
them to be one memory request. Once a memory block is returned, all threads will pick up the portions for their
allocation requests from that memory block. simultaneously without branch divergence. (b) During memory de-
allocation, if only parts of a block is de-allocated, we only decrease the value of counter. (c) If all parts of a block is
deallocated, we will deallocate the whole block and return it to the FIFO buffer.
do { / / Repea t u n t i l CAS s u c c e e d s
o l d v a l u e = ∗ add r ;
/ / C r i t i c a l s e c t i o n
newvalue = f ( o l d v a l u e ) ;
}whi le (CAS( addr , o l d v a l u e , newvalue ) ) ;
( a )
do { / / Repea t u n t i l CAS s u c c e e d s
o l d v a l u e = ∗ add r ;
/ / C r i t i c a l s e c t i o n
newvalue = SIMD reduce ( f , o l d v a l u e ) ;
i f ( ThreadID == 0)
∗ s u c c e s s = CAS( addr , o l d v a l u e , newvalue ) ;
} whi le ( ! ( ∗ s u c c e s s ) ) ;
( b )
Figure 2.2: CAS-based lock-free algorithm: (a)Traditional CAS-based lock-free algorithm code. This simple CAS-
based lock-free algorithm is not scalable in the SIMD dimension. (b) The SIMD scalable version. The algorithm
coalesces multiple allocation requests into a single one to eliminate branch divergence due to the CAS operation.
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Figure 2.3: Comparison between true scalable lock-free algorithm and traditional scalable lock-free algorithm.
atomic operations, on SIMD processor will become much slower if all of the concurrent threads in the same SIMD
processor try to obtain the same resource.
2.1.2 The Problem of Atomic CAS Based Lock-free Algorithm
Many scalable parallel algorithms follow the pattern shown in Figure 2.2(a), where a critical section begins by reading
a shared variable and ends by updating the variable with a CAS operation. If the update CAS fails, meaning that the
variable was modified by another thread, then the section is repeated. When several threads execute the critical section
simultaneously, one thread will finish first and update the variable. The lagging threads’ CAS operations will all fail,
and these threads will repeat the critical section.
SIMD implementation of thread execution produces pathological performance for such code. Because all SIMD
threads on one processor execute in lockstep, they execute the critical section simultaneously; one thread will com-
plete the critical section while the others fail. An N -wide SIMD processor will loop through the critical section at
least N times, as slow as if all SIMD threads ran serially. What is worse, because multiple SIMD threads are active in
each iteration, the loop body is executed at least (N+1)∗N2 times, generating more memory traffic than serial execution
would. When memory bandwidth is a bottleneck, this will slow down the execution. The more vector units each
SIMD processor has, the slower execution becomes.
The blue curve in Figure 2.3 demonstrates the issue, using our atomic CAS based lock-free allocator as an example.
In this benchmark, we generate 1 million threads, each of which makes one call to malloc and one call to free. We
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simulate varying SIMD width by running the computation on a subset of threads in each warp. Using a simple CAS
based lock-free algorithm, the execution latency rises rapidly with SIMD width. The performance is about 11 times
slower if we use SIMD processors with 32 vector units compared to a serial processor. Whereas the execution latency
continue to decrease when we use our proposed scalable algorithm, as shown in the orange curve in Figure 2.3.
2.1.3 Scalability Transformation for SIMD Processors
The cause of poor SIMD scalability of the simple CAS code is that all SIMD threads in a processor execute a critical
section simultaneously, thus inducing worst-case contention for synchronization variables. For critical sections that
consist of reads followed by a single CAS operation to a synchronization variable (Figure 2.2(a)), the problem can be
solved by combining the transactions from all SIMD threads into one. Since all transactions update the same variable,
the combined transaction also updates a single variable and can be committed by issuing a single CAS from one SIMD
thread (Figure 2.2(b)).
Combining the transactions involves making a local copy of the synchronization variable, accumulating updates
from all SIMD threads, and then committing the result globally. Commutative and associative updates can be accu-
mulated using SIMD reduction instructions or a reduction tree. When updates cannot be expressed as a reduction, one
thread can sequentially update the local copies of the synchronization variable. Loads and thread-local computation
may remain parallel. Executing a single CAS instruction for all SIMD threads in a warp relieves the problem of branch
divergence and memory contention. This leads to the following key observation.
In an SIMD scalable lock-free algorithm, no two threads in the same SIMD processor should apply atomic
CAS on the same address, if that atomic CAS operation is the condition for a loop.
The loop body of our CAS-based lock-free algorithm is much more complex than the example we show in fig-
ure 2.2. There are several of CAS based atomic loops and nested CAS based atomic loops. If we try to transform them
one by one, the procedure can be very complex and error prone.
Therefore, we choose to merge the memory allocation requests from all the threads in a SIMD processor into one
memory allocation request. Then we have only one thread to call the allocation algorithm. After that, each thread will
pick up its own piece with its thread ID from the returned memory block in parallel without branch divergence. In
Figure 2.1(a), the blue line is the performance of XMalloc without SIMD scalable transformation, the orange line is
the performance of our truly scalable version. The SIMD scalable version runs up to 211 times faster.
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Figure 2.4: Superblock Structure: (a) This is a Superblock contains 4 Basicblocks. Basicblock1 and Basicblock3
still available, so the first 4 bits of available is 0101. (b) This the Superblock after we reserve the Basicblock1 from
(a), the red parts are the data which are changed. We use one 64-bit atomic CAS to update them.
2.2 Two Level Buffered XMalloc Algorithm
The number of cores in many-core machine is growing much faster than the performance of the memory system. If a
operation accesses the slow memory system, it can cause major performance degradation when executed by massive
number of threads in a many-core machine.
Memory allocation is used to manage shared resource, if thousands of memory allocation requests are made si-
multaneously, the shared resource will become the bottleneck of performance. In order to reduce the average memory
request latency in many-core machine, we introduce a hieratical cache-like solution to speed up our XMalloc alloca-
tor. We use two level buffers to reduce the impact on operations with bad scalability and achieve better parallelism
and performance. The first level buffer is faster but can only satisfy one fixed size memory allocation request by one
operation. The second level buffer is slower but can generate up to 32 memory space to put into first level buffer by
one operation, so the latency is also very small if we divide it by 32.
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Memoryblock0 Memoryblock1
.....
(a)
Memoryblock0 Memoryblock1 is divided into 2 Memoryblocks
.....
(b)
.....
.....
Memoryblock0 and Memoryblock1 are merged
..........
(c)
Memoryblock0 Header Memoryblock1 Header 
Figure 2.5: Memoryblock Structure: (a) shows 2 continuous Memoryblocks. Each Memoryblock has pointers to point
to its predecessor and successor, which are also neighbors. (b) shows Memoryblock1 is divided into 2 Memoryblocks.
(c) show Memoryblock0 and Memoryblock1 are merged into one Memoryblock.
2.2.1 Data Structure
There are four kinds of memory blocks:
• Basicblock is a fixed size memory space. It is used for small memory allocation request, also can be used as
container of Coalescingblocks.
• Superblock is container for Basicblocks. We show an example of Superblock in figure 2.4(a).
• Memoryblock is the data structure to manage the memory pool resource, it can be in any size. All the
Memoryblocks are linked together with bidirectional link. A Memoryblock’s predecessor and successor are
its neighbors. It is used for large memory space request, also can be container of a Superblock orCoalescingblocks.
See an example in figure 2.5(a).
• Coalescingblock is a special data structure for our SIMD scalability optimization. Coalescingblocks is used
as a memory block for any kind of memory request. One Memoryblock or Basicblock can contain serval
Coalescingblocks. See the example on figure 2.1(a).
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Basicblock0
Basicblock2
Basicblock1
Basicblock3
Superblock0
Basicblock0
Basicblock2
Basicblock1
Basicblock3
Superblock1
First Level Buffer
Second Level Buffer
Figure 2.6: Example of two level buffer
2.2.2 Algorithm
In many-core programming models such as CUDA and OpenCL, thousands of memory requests will be made simul-
taneity. Even the previous best scalable dynamic memory allocation algorithm, the latency multiply by thousands, will
become intolerable. In order to get higher throughput to match the many-core architectures, we designed our two-level
buffer to achieve high throughput.
• Allocation Algorithm:
The main idea for our algorithm is that, when there is a memory request, we will remove a corresponding
Basicblock from first level buffer, which is very fast and scalable. If first level buffer run out of resource, we will
remove a Superblock from second level buffer, then we can get 1-32 Basicblocks from the Superblock to fill
the first level buffer. If the second level buffer is still empty, we will allocate Superblocks from Memoryblock
heap.
• Deallocation Algorithm:
At first,we will read the memory flag, which will indicate the memory block type.
If it is Basicblock, we just enqueue it to the first level buffer. If the first level buffer is full, we will return it to
its Superblock and enqueue it to the second level buffer.
For Memoryblock, we just free it, then to check whether its predecessor or successor is also empty, if so, merge
them. Do it repeatedly until neither its predecessor nor successor is empty.
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Memoryblock Operation
Memoryblock is the original memory from global memory, it can be any size. All the physical blocks are linked
together with bidirectional link, as figure 2.5(a). All the Memoryblocks are put in a heap. If there is a memory
request, we will pick one of the fit Memoryblock from the heap. If the Memoryblock is too big. We will divided
it into two pieces and save back the rest part to the heap. When we return Memoryblock to the heap, we will merge
two Memoryblock in the heap if they are neighbors. figure 2.5 illustrates these operations.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Result and Summary
3.1 Experimental Result
Our experimental performance results are derived on a NVIDIA Tesla C1600, with CUDA 3.0 64-bit compiler in linux.
We use a benchmark MilThreads, which creates 1 million threads, each thread will allocate 8 bytes of memory, then
write 8 bytes to that space, then deallocate the space.
3.1.1 Latency
Here,we compare the allocation latency with NVIDIA API cudaMalloc in CUDA 3.0. cudaMalloc is provided by
NVIDIA to allocate GPU memory in the CPU. It is sequential function. So our XMalloc allocates memory in the test
cases with only one thread running on the GPU. The test result show that NVIDIA API cudaMalloc has a 0.18 ms
latency. Our algorithm has a latency of about 0.05 ms with only one thread. The size of memory request is from 1
byte to 32M.
For average allocation time in parallel for each thread. We test from 1 thread to 1024 concurrent threads that request
for memory with 8 bytes. For 1 thread, it needs 0.04 ms to finish allocation. But for 32 threads, the average allocation
time for per thread is 0.0013ms, and for 1024 threads case, only need 0.00015ms per thread.
Figure 3.1 shows that the speedup trend as the the number of processors increases. The blue line is XMalloc
solution with the two-level buffer, the orange line is XMalloc solution without buffer.(Both of them use SIMD CAS
coalescing). From the test data, we can see that, the ”with buffer” version’s scalability is better ”without buffer” ver-
sion.
3.1.2 Scalability
We test the scalability according to Tesla C1600 which has 240 cores and each core can run 4 threads simultaneously.
So we can have can have 960 simultaneous threads at most. We test XMalloc with different numbers of simultaneous
11
Figure 3.1: Average Allocation Latency per Thread
Figure 3.2: Scalability test. 1 million malloc/free pairs. The speedup is comparing to sequential latency.
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threads, the result show that, the scalability is pretty good.
Besides, for test truly scalable feature, we test the scalability with number of processors growing and number of vector
unit in one SIMD processor growing.
Figure 2.3 shows the latency with increasing number of vector units in each SIMD processor for benchmark
MilThreads. Orange line is the XMalloc truly scalable solution, it gets 20 times speedup when vector units per
processor increases to 32. The blue line is the naive XMalloc solution without SIMD scalability solution, It is 10
times slower than a serial processor when vector units per processor grows up to 32. It shows that our SIMD scalable
solution is 210 times faster than the traditional scalable version.
3.1.3 Two Level Buffer Improvement
As figure 3.1 shows the speed growing with the number of processors. The blue line is XMalloc solution with buffer,
the orange line is XMalloc solution without buffer. From the test data, we can see that, the ”with buffer” version’s
scalability is better ”without buffer” version.
In order to test the benefit of the two level buffer system. We have a naive version of memory allocator forMemoryblocks
with bad scalability, as the blue line in figure 3.2. Then we use the two level buffer to speed up the naive allocator, the
performance is the orange line. From the performance graph, the scalability is improved a lot by the two level buffer
a lot. For 960 concurrent threads, the two buffers version is 9 times faster than naive version.
3.1.4 Space Efficiency
Discussing about the internal fragmentation. For small memory space request the maximum internal fragmentation is
50%, because the size of Basicblock is growing by factor 2. (But there is worst case, if the program request for 1 byte,
our minimum Basicblock is 60 bytes. Then we waste 59 bytes.) The Basicblock can be fully reused after deallocation.
No external fragmentation issue on this, because the size of Basicblock is fixed and allocate from Superblock directly.
If the programmers really want to reduce the internal fragmentation, they can tune the growing factor. For big space
request, we will allocate Memoryblock for it. The only extra memory consuming of Memoryblock is the data structure.
So the internal fragmentation is very small. To reduce the external fragmentation, our algorithm can merge neighbor
Memoryblocks if both of them are empty.
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3.2 Summary
In this paper we presented a completely lock-free dynamic memory allocator for many-threaded architecture, XMal-
loc. Being completely lock-free, our allocator is immune to deadlock free. Our four stages allocator can provide very
high throughput. We only use atomic ADD and atomic CAS operations which are widely supported by multi-core and
many-core machine. Besides, we use standard c grammar which is not depended on hardware or compiler. What is
more, our solution can be applied on a system without any memory allocator. Our special solution for SIMD instruc-
tions call malloc, greatly speedup the performance and benefit the memory usage.
From the experimental result, our XMalloc algorithm is scale with cores and SIMD width. It is suitable for many-
core architecture such as GPU.
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